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INTRODUCTION

This report has been commissioned by East Ayrshire Coalfield Environment Initiative
(CEI) to undertake a hydrological survey at Dalmellington Moss Nature Reserve (SSSI),
Ayrshire. The site is designated SSSI with the notified feature raised bog habitat. Lowland
raised bogs are a priority habitat in annex 1 of the EC Habitats Directive and a priority
habitat in the UK Biodiversity Action Plan. The protection and condition of the peat habitat
is therefore of paramount importance.

In 2007 the site condition monitoring (SCM) concluded the site was in an unfavourable
recovering condition. The unfavourable condition is a result of the lack of hummock-hollow
structure and impact from the drain network. The assessment determined the site could
be classed as recovering as a result of the previous ditch blocking work. The results of
this hydrological survey are to consider if the site is recovering as expected and if
necessary provide proposals for a peatland re-wetting programme. The proposals will
form part of the habitat management plan for the site.

This report presents the results of a ditch survey, which identifies all drains within the
survey area. The survey area covered about 28.5Ha within the ownership of Scottish
Wildlife Trust (SWT). All drain features were mapped within the SWT Nature Reserve (see
Figure 1.1 for aerial photograph of the site and survey area).

Ditch networks within

distinct hydrological units or watershed areas have been mapped, identifying information
on slope, water flow, water direction and ditch dimensions. Any previous dam features
encountered were noted.

To provide some additional information a number of peat depths were recorded. The peat
depth survey identifies the location of peat within the survey area. Peat bogs are listed as
an important habitat in Annex 1 of EU Habitat Directive as well as in UK Biodiversity
Action Plan. The results of this survey have been used to create a basic peat depth map,
which aims to assist the preparation of a Peatland Re-wetting Programme of Works.
OpenSpace employed a walkover survey to ‘ground truth’ ditch location, ditch condition
and direction of flow. Existing dam features identified would be assessed on composition,
size and effectiveness. To assist with the identification of ditches during the survey each
observed features was noted against a general ditch category (see Table 1.1). The
category system provides a quick and simple method to identify if the ditch is large,
medium or small. Also actual measurements for ditches is somewhat difficult in the field if
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there is no clear edge, the ditch is partially filled or the vegetation has covered the ditch
but it is still actively drawing water from the surface.

The report assumes that all man-made ditches, if not blocked, will create some drying of
the peat, even if filled with Sphagnum species. The issue is not the effect in the ditch but
the peat body either side of the ditch. The drawdown of water within the peat layers can
be significant even from a small Category A ditch. The drying of the peat surface inhibits
peat forming vegetation within the acrotelm thus stopping the peatbog growing and
forming new peat.

Table 1.1. Tables showing general measurements for each ditch category
Ditch
Average ditch measurement
Other Description
Category
Width
Depth
Obvious
Vegetation
Ditch Open
(cm)
(cm)
water flow
Filled
A

0-30

0-30

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

B

30-60

30-60

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

C

60-120

60-120

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

D

Over 120

Over 120

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Natural

General note

Note – The above Ditch Category System is based on OpenSpace criteria

In some cases some ditches are wide but shallow. If the width is over 120cm but less than
120cm deep it would still be considered a Category D ditch.

All field data was used to assess the most appropriate re-wetting within each distinct
hydrological unit/watershed area. Decisions on how to choose the most appropriate rewetting/damming technique is mainly based on general peat depth, ditch gradient, water
flow and ditch dimensions. Ditch and peat depth information have been used to create
restoration maps indicating proposed re-wetting areas.

The report conclusions form part of a detailed work programme, associated costs and
preferred re-wetting methodology. This will form the basis for a work specification to let a
contract to undertake the habitat re-wetting scheme.
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Figure 1.1. Aerial photograph of Dalmellington Moss with survey area
Survey area

N

The red line indicates the boundary of the SWT Ownership.
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2

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

2.1

Desktop Study

A number of information sources and other surveys have been used to provide
background information for the ditch survey and re-wetting proposals. Some of these
sources have been prepared by CEI and the Scottish Wildlife Trust. OpenSpace have also
used aerial photographs to provide general information.

The following documents provided baseline information on site status, vegetation survey
and past management.


Dalmellington Moss Wildlife Reserve Management Plan 2007-2017. Gill Smart,
March 2007. Scottish Wildlife Trust.



NVC Site Survey Dalmellington Moss. Scottish Wildlife Trust Reserves Project,
March 2004. Report by Alan Booth, Central Environmental Surveys.



Dalmellington Moss. Dipwell monitoring and water table report 1996-1998. John
Docherty, 1999. Ayrshire Wildlife Survey Team.

Additional information on damming techniques has been collated from OpenSpace’s 20
years’ experience of managing peatland habitats. Experience includes managing National
Nature Reserves, SSSI’s and providing peatland consultancy to landowners on over 50
sites across the UK.
2.2

Field Data

The walkover survey was undertaken on the 16th December 2013. The survey area
included an area of about 28.5Ha as shown in Figure 1.2. The survey was conducted by
Jonathan Rook, Diane Dobson and Mark Rudd with combined 45 year knowledge of peat
habitats.

The survey area was walked over with all man-made ditches and natural water courses
noted. A hand held GPS unit was used to plot ditch locations and fix other points of
interest. Field notes were taken of general ditch dimensions, slope, water flow, flow
direction and ditch layout. General notes included information of vegetation type, current
habitat management and potential management constraints. Any previous ditch dams
were recorded with the general features and effectiveness noted.

Peat depth was recorded at 11 locations across the Moss. A Vanwalt Russian peat corer
was used to determine the depth of peat. The peat corer was a standard soil corer with
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sampling end of 1 m. Additional 1 m poles could be added with connectors to extend the
sampling depth. On hitting a resistance a core was taken and brought up for analysis.
Before doing this a measurement in cm was taken from the peat surface to the top of the
handle. The core brought up was examined to identify the substrate and a measurement
taken of the non-peat substrate. At each location the average peat depth was calculated
and the location noted on the field map with a GPS reading.

The field survey data has been used to generate general watershed areas, ditch flow
patterns and peat depth. It is intended the field map results will form the basis for the
proposed re-wetting works.
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3

FIELD RESULTS

3.1

General Habitat Description

The site is a raised mire complex, with associated fen lagg vegetation around the eastern
and southern boundary, along the main ditches and the roadside ditch. The central raised
bog habitat is a NVC community M18a Erica tetralix-Sphagnum papillosum raised and
blanket mire, Sphagnum magellanicum-Andromeda polifolia sub-community. This is
surrounded on the direr edges by Purple Moor-grass Molinia caerulea mire (NVC
community Molinia caerulea-Potentilla erecta, Erica tetralix sub-community).

The site was showing signs of drying, with the central dome having patchy cover of
Sphagnum species. The peat edges of the M18a and moving in to the M25a were wetter,
with a higher cover and diversity of Sphagnum species. The M25a was evident of flushed
vegetation, with a flow of water from the central dome to the edges. This indicates that the
ditch network is still functioning to remove water from the centre of the site with overland
flow due to the natural slope.

The fen lagg comprised a mix of fen carr woodland (NVC communities W3 Salix
pentandra-Carex rostrata woodland and W4 Betula pubescens-Molinia caerulea
woodland) and marsh, fen and swamp habitats (NVC communities S9 Carex rostrata
swamp, S10 Equisetum fluviatile swamp, S28 Phalaris arundinacea tall-herb fen and M27
Filipendula ulmaria-Angelica sylvestris mire). Most of these habitats were located over
silts and clays.
3.2

Peat Depths

The field results from the peat depth survey have identified the location where peat
occurred (Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1). The maximum depth of 4.9m was recorded at two
locations which generally correlated to the centre of the site. The peat depths reduced
towards the rivers with a transition from the centre of the site along the Molinia dominated
slope to the marshy grassland. No peat was recorded within the marsh grassland/ willow
carr areas since the substrate was silt and clay. The clay substrate was distinguished by
fen carr and fen/marsh habitats and correlated to the river habitat zone.

The peat depth adjacent to the main road presented some deep peat with one measure of
4.8m to 3.3m. This indicates the peat body goes under the road and forms part of one
hydraulic unit with the peat habitat the other side of the A713.
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The peat results provide limited information to draw detailed conclusions but the peat bog
is located over a narrow linear hollow. The river habitat has provided a natural barrier to
the south with the northern boundary restricted by the mineral ridge.
Table 1. Peat depth results
Peat Core No.

Grid Reference

Depth (m)

PD1

NS 46644 06443

3.7

PD2

NS 46907 06328

3.3

PD3

NS 47090 06225

Clay

PD4

NS 46860 06209

3.2

PD5

NS 46606 06341

4.9

PD6

NS 46588 06189

Clay

PD7

NS 46257 06250

Clay

PD8

NS 46342 06449

4.7

PD9

NS 46100 06450

Clay

PD10

NS 46389 06540

4.8

PD11

NS 46209 06447

4.9

Figure 3.1. Location of peat coring and peat depth

PD 10 – 4.8m
PD 8 – 4.7m

PD 9 - Clay

PD 1 - 3.7m

PD 11 – 4.9m
PD 5 - 4.9m

PD 2 - 3.3 m

PD 7 - Clay

PD 3 - Clay
PD 6 - Clay

PD 4 - 3.2m

N
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Ditches

Dalmellington Moss is located within the River Doon flood plain and forms an extensive
area of raised bog/valley mire habitat. The SWT reserve is located to the south of the
A713 main road and the road has cut through the peat bog. Other peat habitat is located
to the north and around Loch William. It is certain that prior to the road being constructed
the Reserve would have been part of a larger peatland/wetland habitat.

The peat depths show that near the road there is peat up to 4.8m and this would indicate
the peat extends under the road. To allow the road to be constructed two road side
ditches (North Road Ditch & C1) have been dug parallel to the road. The ditches take the
surface water north-west where it crosses the road in a culvert, then down the Main Drain
D1 and outflows in to the Muck Water and River Doon. The road and road side ditches
have dissected the peat habitat and segmented the whole hydrological unit. Sub-surface
and surface/over land water to the north of Dalmellington Moss is intercepted by the north
road ditch.

Also the outflow from Loch William is intercepted by the North road ditch. It is probable
that this water would have moved in to the SWT site either as ground water or surface
flow. This would have assisted in maintaining high water levels and probably created other
habitats including fen, swamp, marsh and reedbed in standing water areas.

The historical use of the site has also impacted on the hydrological integrity and the ability
of the site to maintain suitable wet conditions for peat forming vegetation. The main
impact on hydrology is the extensive network of ditches cut across the site. It is probable
these were cut for either improving livestock grazing or preparing the site for peat cutting.
There is evidence of some peat cutting to the east of the site with a clear ‘stepped’ edge.
The small A ditches or grips would have been highly effective in drawing water away from
the surface and changing the vegetation from Sphagnum species to heather or
grass/sedges (usually Molinia caerulea). The site has also suffered extensive and regular
burning, which has resulted in a reduction in Sphagnum species.

The field survey revealed an extensive network of man-made ditches across the survey
area (see Appendix One for Photographs of site). There are also two small burns along
the southern boundary; these are the Muck Water and Cummock Burn. These eventually
flow in to the River Doon. These natural water courses are free flowing and about 5m wide
and 1.5m deep, with a water depth between 0.3-0.8m. The flow is fast and the general
river substrate is gravel and sand. The proximity of the burns to the peat resource is likely
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to create some impact on general sub-surface flows on the edge of the peat. In summer
months there is potential for a hydraulic drawn down leading to an increase in the
hydraulic gradient. This would have the effect of drying the peat edge but this would
probably be localised and small in area.

The ditch network has been successful in removing surface water and drying out the top
20cm layers of the peat, particularly within the central dome of the site. In this area it is
noticeable that Sphagnum cover is low and the cover of Heather Calluna vulgaris is
extensive. The change in vegetation is likely to have been a general decline following
installation of the ditches and the peat drying out.

The installation of three main ditches, ditch D1, C3 and C4 have created three distinct
areas with their own dome, slopes and watersheds (see figure 3.2). Before ditches C3 and
C4 were installed it is probable the topography would have been one continuous dome
across these ditches. From general measurement this would mean the peat surface at C3
and C4 would have been about 1.5m higher. Since the ditches have created two small
‘valleys’ this has increased the sloped areas on the moss. This increases surface run-off
from the centre of the site, increases water loss and further dries the peat.

There has been some management of Dalmellington Moss in the past, which included
burning, although the burning stopped about 5 years ago. Some tree removal was
undertaken in the 1990s and more recently. No grazing has been undertaken on the moss
in recent years.

The man-made ditches would appear to have been cut over 50 years ago. Most of the
ditches drain against the contours, draining largely southwards through the Molinia mire
and into the Willow carr and fen/marsh in the south of the site, with some draining through
the Molinia mire and into the road drain in the north of the site and into the Main Drain D1.
All of these eventually drain into the Muck Water. Most internal drains are small, with
boundary drains being larger. The drains are identified into four categories (See Figure
3.2, 3.3 and 3.4). For the purposes of the report and field survey ditches were categorised
into four sizes: these are A, B, C and D. It is estimated that the total length of all ditches
within the survey area is 10,418m.
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Table 2. Ditch results showing the ditch dimensions and length
Ditch
Category

Average ditch dimension

% of total
ditch length

Ditch length
(m)

A

30cm wide by 30cm deep

83

8565

B

50cm wide by 50cm deep

2

250

C

120cm wide by 90cm deep

12

1263

D

150cm wide by 100cm deep

3

340

Total Length of Ditches

10,418

Over 83% of the ditches within the peat body are small Category A ditches sometimes
known as grip drains. All these have filled with vegetation and created a less defined ditch
edge. Water flow was observed in the entire Category A ditches with water moving or
‘weeping’ about 250mm below the top of the ditch. Water flow was restricted to about 20%
efficiency but flow was steady or ‘weeping’.

There was some variation in the composition of each ditch, with ditches in A1, A2 and A3
filled with Sphagnum species and generally covered. The ditches in A4 were more open
being mainly filled with Molinia caerulea and some Sphagnum sp. The A4 ditches were
flowing at a lower depth of about 350mm and with slightly increased water flow (about
30% efficiency).

One ditch was categorised as a B ditch and this was located between A1 and A2. The
ditch was full with vegetation of mainly Sphagnum species, with some Molinia caerulea at
the Southern end. The ditch edges were not defined and it was difficult to pick up the
actual line in some areas. Water flow was observed ‘weeping’ about 250mm below the top
of the ditch. Water flow was restricted to about 20% efficiency.

There were four ditches Categorised as C. Ditches C1, and C2 were located along the
road. These were vegetated ditches, with species such as Reed Canary-grass Phalaris
arundinacea. They were still flowing with about 50% efficiency although most of this was
below the ditch vegetation.

Ditches C3 and C4 started from the south road side ditch (C1 & C2) and cut across the
site heading south towards the river. Both were vegetated with Sphagnum species,
Juncus sp. and Molinia caerulea. Both were flowing with about 50-60% efficiency with C3
having localised flooding behind the plastic piling dams.
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Main Drain D1 was categorised as a D ditch. This was a large fast flowing ditch which
received water from the North Road Ditch and Ditch C1. The edges of the ditch were
vegetated and it appeared not to have been maintained for some years. The water
discharged in to a large reedbed/wetland area on the edge of the river Doon. The ditch
was working to about 90% efficiency.

3.4

Previous Land Management

The Dalmellington Moss Management Plan describes that in 1994/95 forty plastic coated
metal sheet dams were installed by volunteers. Ditches dammed were in the internal
ditches on the western half of the site.

To monitor the effects of the damming a series of 16 dipwells were installed in 1995.
These have been monitored over a 10 year period.

Sometime from 2000 to 2005 four plastic piling dams were installed in to Ditch C3. These
were about 3m wide with the depth unknown. An old wooden dam was located between
dam PP3 and PP4 and was completed covered in sphagnum. The wood had rotted and
was not functioning as a dam.

Figure 3.2. Location of plastic piling dams

Tin sheet dams
installed in 1994/95

PP4
PP3
PP2
PP1

PP = Plastic piling dams
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Birch saplings were cut down by volunteers in 2004. This partly explains why there is few
birch or other tree saplings across the peat dome. During the survey it was noted that
some trees were scattered across the centre of the site

The site has had a history of fires across the site, with the last recorded in 1999. During
the walkover survey it was noted that the peat surface showed the signs of regular
uncontrolled burning. The sphagnum cover was low, contained few hummock forming
species and the vegetation was a uniform height with no signs of old degenerate heather.
The issue of uncontrolled fires appears now to have ceased and this should allow the
‘preferred’ peat bog species to expand.
3.5

Assessment of Previous Land Management

The field survey observed the centre of the peat bog being drier compared to an intact
bog. The walkover noted there was low Sphagnum cover with few large areas of
hummock and carpet forming species. The NVC survey in 2004 noted a similar sward and
therefore there is a limiting factor on the Sphagnum plants colonising the peat surface.

Although there was a history of fires, the last major fire was over 14 years ago. If water
levels were optimum it would be expected to observe greater Sphagnum cover. It is
therefore reasonable to assume the water table is below optimum and this is almost
certainly an effect of the ditch network and site topography.

The Dipwell report (1999) noted the damming had raised water tables but that a few
dipwells were showing low summer water levels. The walkover noted water movement in
the two main cross ditches C3 and C4. The 4 plastic piling ditches are working up to 60%
efficiency and are re-wetting the ditch. However, the length of ditches C3 and C4 are
about 200m and therefore 4 dams is too low a number to achieve effective water
retention. The plastic piling dams are also not wide enough to push water sideways and
further up the side slopes.

The cross ditches have also changed the topography in the centre of the site. This has
created two shallow valleys where the water flow is to the side of the ditches as well as
down the ditch. The four slopes are allowing surface water to move from the centre of the
site, in to the cross ditches. The dipwell results indicate a draw down in water levels
adjacent to ditches C3 and C4. This indicates there is sub-surface flow.
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These two ditches are causing the greatest impact on general water levels within the peat.
They have drained an area about 35m either side of the ditch. The resulting slope is also
taking water off the peat bog through increase surface flow. This would explain why one
dipwell in the centre of the site is reading lower than expected summer water table levels.
It also explains, in part, why the vegetation is showing low cover of Sphagnum species.

The field survey also observed general water movement or weeping within all the small
‘grip’ drains which cross the site. It is our opinion the effectiveness of the tin sheet dams
has been lost since the metal has corroded away. Water is once again moving in the
ditches but more critically through subsurface flow. This is shown by the condition of the
M25 which is wet and hold patches of Sphagnum.

The site topography shows three distinct peat areas. All are crossed by drains and the
general condition of the peat surface is uniform. The habitat around the edge of the site is
indicating there is some water movement both surface and sub-surface flow. The surface
slopes are allowing surface water to move faster away from the centre of the site. If this
water movement could be restricted or slowed it would benefit the whole peat resource.

Although peat restoration should be viewed over a long-term timescale, the previous ditch
blocking has only resulted in local and limited improvements in peat hydrology. The site is
still in unfavourable condition and this report concludes the drainage network and altered
topography is restricting the desired recovery. The effects of the drains and slopes should
be mitigated through an appropriate re-wetting design and programme of works.

OpenSpace have undertaken re-wetting work on similar sites in Scotland and England.
The most up to date techniques to mitigate the effect of sub-surface flow is the installation
of ‘trench bunds’. This modern technique has shown to be successful on over 40 sites
across England in achieving increases in peat water levels.

This report recommends that the re-wetting design for Dalmellington Moss should employ
a series of trench bunds and peat dams across the site. This to mitigate the draining effect
of ditches C3 and C4, reduce the impact of the peat slopes around the site boundary and
cross drain slopes.

Appendix Two shows a standard trench bund design/specification which restricts subsurface water movement and slows surface flow.
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Figure 3.3. Main ditch water flow and surface watershed across Dalmellington Moss

Culvert
North Road Ditch
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Figure 3.4. Map showing ditch (blue) water flow in the western area of Dalmellington Moss

C1

D1

C1
A1 Ditches
B1
A2 Ditches

C4
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Figure 3.5. Map showing ditch (blue) water flow in the eastern area of Dalmellington Moss
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RESTORATION OBJECTIVES AND AIMS

The ditch survey indicates that the ditch network across the site is still functioning and
taking surface water away from the centre of the site. The impact of cross ditches C3 and
C4 is considered the greatest with further water loss around the site boundary.

The previous re-wetting management has improved the peat hydrology but this has
creates a localised effect. To achieve site re-wetting and achieve hydrological restoration
within the whole peat body this report recommends undertaken a re-wetting programme.

4.1

Purpose

The purpose of the proposed re-wetting programme is to restore the peat hydrology to an
optimum water level within the acrotelm and creating peat forming conditions. This will be
achieved if the general water level fluctuations from summer to winter are reduced. From
previous hydrological studies, the preferred aim is to achieve water levels to within 10cm
of the peat surface. Although there is a natural drawdown in the summer months,
achieving higher water table levels will encourage the growth of Sphagnum species.

The field results reveal the extensive ditch network has dried the peat surface and
restricted Sphagnum growth. The small grip drains, although filled with vegetation, are still
removing water away from the peat surface. The two cross drains are having a major
impact on the centre of the site.

To achieve increased water levels across the whole site, it is essential to reduce water
loss from around the site boundary and adjacent to ditches C3 and C4. The main rewetting technique which achieves this, and proved successful on other UK sites, is the
installation of trench bunds. The design concept of the trench is that it creates compacted
peat below the peat surface. This acts as an underground barrier and slows sub-surface
water flow. The small bund on top of the peat is designed to slow up surface flow.

Although digging up the peat and disturbing the surface would seem counterintuitive, the
success of the works is a direct result of correct installation. Using experienced peatland
restoration contractors, with the correct equipment, is essential to achieving successful
results. Also using low ground pressure machinery will reduce the overall impact on the
peat surface. Although the initial works disturb the peat, it is localised and achieves the
aim to re-wet the peat surface. This creates optimum conditions for Sphagnum growth.
Within 2 years the bunds are re-vegetated and within 5 years the bare disturbed areas
have ‘healed over’.
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To assist the re-wetting works, tree removal across the site and around the boundary will
further improve site wetness. It will also reduce the trees seeding on to the site. The
removal of trees will also be required to allow machinery to access and undertake the peat
bunding in the agreed locations.
4.2

Objectives and design considerations

The main overall objective is to restrict, reduce or slow water loss from the raised bog
through the ditch network, sub-surface flow and surface run-off. The secondary objective
is to raise general water levels to within 10cm of the peat surface and maintain these
levels. There is also a requirement to manage water movement so the A713 main road is
not affected.

To achieve the two objectives a series of trench bunds are proposed around the site
boundary. The aim is to create a series of bunds up the boundary slope with the aim to
push water up the slope. The slope in some areas is over 70m and therefore a number of
bunds would be required. The bunds will also mitigate the effect of the grip drains by
blocking these off. To enhance the water levels in the centre of the site a series of peat
dams are proposed in the grip drain network.

The impact of the two cross drains will be reduced by installing a number of peat bunds
across the ditch and linking these with slope bunds. These aim to create small pool areas
up the ditch. To ensure the road is not flooded it is essential site levels are taken to site
the height of the bunds. Since the two ditches are reasonably large, it is considered good
practice to provide some protection to the peat bunds. To reduce the effect of water
erosion the design has allowed for the installation of 4 No. plastic piling dams. These will
be installed in the final two ditch bunds. Figure 4.1 shows the proposed re-wetting design
layout.

The measureable outcomes and aims are as follows:


To re-hydrate the acrotelm to create conditions for active peat growth



To encourage Sphagnum growth especially hummock and carpet forming species



To reduce the vigour of grass species, especially Molinia caerulea.



To provide conditions for other raised bog species to thrive.



To achieve habitat re-wetting to 95% of the peat resource (about 27Ha).

The re-wetting design will not impact on the natural watercourses. The reduced flow
towards the river will also reduce silt run-off. Also by damming ditches C3 and C4 this will
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move roadside water along the south road ditch (C1).This should be considered beneficial
since potentially hazardous substances within the roadside water will be diverted around
the site. The potentially polluted water would not enter the main peat bog and this
removes a potential habitat enrichment issue. The roadside water could affect the
vegetation within ditches C3 and C4. To assist the water flow along Ditch C1 there is a
recommendation to clean out 30m upstream from where it meets ditch D1. The remainder
of C1 and to an extent C2 will be left un-managed. It is considered beneficial to maintain
vegetation cover in the ditch to provide some filtration of diffuse pollution.

4.3

Consideration of risk

This report has also considered the risk of flooding the A713 main road following the rewetting programme. There are two issues which could arise, these are:
1

Flooding the ditch leading to standing water on the carriageway

2

Wetter conditions leading to subsidence.

OpenSpace have considered both risks and consider the proposals are of a low risk to the
main road. The issue of flooding is reduced since the south main road ditch is not being
dammed. This will still allow surface water to move along the ditch to the discharge point.
Also all bunds will be levelled in with the intention not to hold back water in the road ditch.
The issue of water backing up in the road ditch will be alleviated by careful positioning of
the end bunds. The re-wetting works will in fact reduce and slow water entering the road
side ditch by holding it within the peat. The report has also suggested a small amount of
the ditch is cleaned out to improve water flow. The proposal is to undertake regular
monitoring of ditch C1 to maintain suitable water flow.

The issue of subsidence is mitigated by the location of the re-wetting works. The design
has built in a 10m buffer from the road, which coincides with an existing overhead power
line. This will allow for a drier 10m area from ditch C1 to the first bund. The other road
ditch (North road ditch) will not be impacted by the works and will continue to flow. Since
there is no standing water the risk of subsidence caused by an over saturated peat
substrate is removed and the works will maintain the existing hydrology conditions.

There has also been some consideration to standing water within the Nature Reserve and
potential issues with the general public accessing. Since the bunds are no more than
30cm in general and this will only hold back 10-20cm of standing water there are no large
scale areas of open water. If suitable notices were erected explaining the main wet areas
this should mitigate the very low risk to site visitors.
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Figure 4.1. Map showing proposed peat re-wetting works on Dalmellington Moss
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Choosing Appropriate Re-wetting Techniques

For the re-wetting scheme to be successful an appropriate methodology for installation
must be employed. There has been extensive peat restoration works within the UK,
employing a range of techniques. The site conditions are similar to other peat bogs with
ditches and peat edge drying. The ditches on Dalmellington Moss are still acting to
remove water from the surface and the peat slopes are showing signs of sub-surface
water movement and surface flow. The preferred techniques for this site to achieve the
main objectives are:

1. Peat Bunding using the trench technique
2. Peat Dams (peat plugs)
3. Small peat bunds with a small number also with plastic piling

Peat Bunds using trench technique
Bund construction is to be undertaken where there are areas of slope, peat cracks, subsurface flow and surface flow. The main function of the bunds is to stop water loss below
ground level and bring the water up to the surface. The trench technique achieves this
(see Appendix 2 for installation/specification).

Before the bund is constructed the peat below is dug out and then compressed and
compacted. This is undertaken to a depth of usually about 1m but in some locations
deeper if peat cracks are observed. The compaction of peat, using the wetter peat below,
restricts water flow by acting like a seal. The compacted peat restricts water moving
through sub-surface flow lower depths. This encourages water to move up through the
peat to the surface. The small bund placed on top of the trench acts to slow surface water
flow. The aim is not the hold back deep water but to keep water at or just above the
surface. Figure 4.2 shows the bund cross section and Picture One shows a small bund in
place with water just at the surface.
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Figure 4.2. Bund cross sections

Picture One showing a small bund (Bund Design B) on Bowness Common SSSI
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Peat Dams
Ditch blocking is a technique that has been undertaken on a wide range of peat habitats.
Many options are available to create a dam or sluice but in general three techniques are
preferred. These are:

1. Using in situ peat
2. Plastic pilling
3. Wooden dams

All techniques have strong and weak points. For the re-wetting scheme to be successful it
needs to hold water back but also consider the wider ecological and landscape issues.
Since most of the ditches are Category A (30cmx30cm) this report recommends most of
the dams be constructed using peat plugs. The advantage with peat plugs is they are cost
effective to install and remove the need for materials.

Peat Plug Installation Procedure
It is important that all peat dams are constructed using saturated peat. This is usually
taken from the ditch up-steam of the dam location, known as the ‘borrow pit’. The
installation procedure is as follows


First the vegetation at the dam location is scraped off to expose bare peat on the
ditch sides and bottom. The vegetation is set to one side for use later.



The vegetation over the borrow pit is scraped off to expose saturated peat below.
The vegetation is set to one side for use later.



Saturated peat is placed into the dam location, with each bucket load pressed
down and tapped in to seal against the ditch sides.



The peat dam is usually between 1.5-2m long and therefore enough peat is
required to fill the ditch.



The peat must be built up so that dam is higher than the surrounding ground level.
This is to stop water flowing over the centre of the dam and therefore reduce
erosion. It also allows water to seep over the side of the ditch and over the peat
surface.



The vegetation set to one side for the dam should then be put back over the top of
the dam and pressed or tapped in.



The sides of the borrow pit should be graded off to reduce the cut edges and the
vegetation placed back in to the hole.
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Figure 4.3. Showing a peat dam correctly installed

Note: peat plug must be
raised higher that ditch
edge.
Saturated Peat

Ditch 'cleaned off' to
expose saturated Peat

Former ditch profile
Note: Slightly over deepen
ditch to 'key' peat in

Plastic piling dams with peat
To provide some additional support and protection from water erosion the re-wetting
design has recommended installation 2 dams at the end of ditches C3 and C4. Since both
of these bunds are at the end of the flow these have the greatest impact from water flow.
The other internal bunds are less affected since the water backing up the ditch provides
some protection from erosion and provides some support for the bund.

Plastic piling installation procedure
It is important that the plastic piling is installed correctly to create a fixed membrane which
stops the flow of water. The piling interlocks and therefore it is important that each pile is
level and up right when installed. Installation of each pile can be undertaken using a large
rubber mell or a dedicated pile driver. For wider dams it may be necessary to set up a
piling guide to keep the piles straight. Depending on the type of pile product will determine
how the piles are interlocked and installed (guidance can be sought from the supplier).
Most pile dams do not require peat but in some occasions it may be a requirement to
‘soften’ the look of the pile dam by placing some peat around. Using peat around the dam
will also provide some support to the piling. The installation procedure below includes the
use of peat.

The excavation should cut into the sides of the drain by at least 0.5m or in to the side
beyond any side cracks and at least 0.5m base. This ensures that the dam will be fully
keyed into the surroundings. It is very important the dam is wide enough stop the subsurface flow on the edge of the ditch. Often side cracks in the peat run parallel to the
ditch, with some extending up to 2 metres from the ditch edge. These cracks should be
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looked for during installation and if present the dam should be wide enough to ‘stop’ them
up. Peat from the excavation should be put to one side for use later.
Figure 4.4. Showing the trench excavation

0.5m
Ditch
Area excavated to be
filled with peat

Mire


If a piling guide is required place in to the ditch at the dam location.



All piling should be inserted correctly using either a rubber mell of piling driver.
Piling drivers are usually required for tall plastic piling or where the piling is driven
in to the underlying substrate.



The piling should be driven in to the ditch ensuring the depth below ditch bottom is
at least 1/3 of the total depth of the ditch. Depending on the type of piling
determines the position of the interlocking clutch. The line of the dam should be
slightly ‘bowed’ to point upstream. This allows the water pressure to ‘straighten’ up
the piling and this tightens up the clutch and improves water seal.

Figure 4.5. Showing inserted piling dam
Direction of
desired overflow

Plastic pile within
peat dam

Ditch
Mire



When the piling is completed the excavated peat can be replaced around the
piling. If more peat is required this should be taken from the ditch upstream of the
dam. It is important the peat is only scraped off. This is to ensure no large holes
are created behind the dam.



On placement, the peat will need to be compacted thoroughly.



The height of the plastic dam should extend at least 10 cm above the bog surface
or the highest point on the ditch side. This ensures the water seeps or flows
sideways and not over the dam.
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Most piling dams should not be constructed with a notch or one pile set lower to
create a sluice. Previous experience indicates this increases the turbulence at the
base of the dam and increases the risk of erosion leading to the dam being
undermined. Exceptions to this have been discussed earlier.



Dams should be placed with a maximum spacing of 15m on the flat or c. 7-10m on
a gentle slope. On slopes, spacing should allow for a fall between dams of about
30cms.

Figure 4.6. Showing cross section of piling dam

Tree Removal
The extent of trees across the centre of the peat dome is very low but the scattered scrub
should be removed at ground level. The trees are small and there would be no need to
remove the brash, which could be left on the peat surface.

Some of the trees growing on the edge of the site will require removal to increase wetness
but also to allow machinery to work (see Figure 4.4 for tree removal area). These are
mainly Willow and Birch and would require cutting at ground level with the timber and
brash being removed from the cutting area. Specialist machinery would be required to
remove the timber to ensure no bogging down occurs.
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Figure 4.7. Map showing areas of proposed tree removal on Dalmellington Moss

N
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4.5

Choice of Machinery and Contractors

Working on peat is unlike any other substrate with areas of deep and shallow peat, wet
and dry areas. Most peat bogs are important habitats, often designated for their
conservation importance. It is therefore important that the machinery and contractor are
chosen to cause the least damage possible to the peat surface. General guidelines are
set out below.


Contractors should have some experience or knowledge of working on peat and
their sensitive nature



All machinery must be low ground pressure to reduce impact on the raised bog
habitat. Special wide tracked 360 excavators are essential to reduce damage but
also for a contractor to travel across the site without bogging down. Preferred
ground pressure should be below 4.5 PSI (see Picture Two for an example).



To lead out materials or fuel the vehicle should be able to carry loads and still
maintain a low ground pressure. There are specialist off-road machines capable of
this from specialist suppliers.



Use of bio-fuels and oils are preferred but if not possible high levels of bio-security
should be employed. Daily checks for leaks should be undertaken and all
machinery must carry fuel spill kits.



No smoking should be permitted on the site.



All re-fuelling of machinery should use specialist fuel pumps with filters. All fuel
should be stored off site in a bunded fuel tank.

Picture Two showing a wide tracked 7.5 tonne machine suitable for working on
peat.
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WORK PROGRAMME

The proposed re-wetting programme will form part of the East Ayrshire Coalfield
Environment Initiative (EACEI)'s Nature Network project. The EACEI will work in
partnership with the land owners, SWT, to develop the work programme and source
funding for the proposals. This report was commissioned with the specific intention of an
application to the Scottish Government's Green Stimulus Peatland Restoration Project
and the proposed programme of works is in line with timings for this scheme. However,
the project may need to be revised depending on the result of the application and/or any
conditions of the funding received.

The programme will also form part of Dalmellington Moss Nature Reserve Management
Plan. SWT would undertake the project management and assign the reserve site
manager. The main peatland bund work would need to be undertaken by an experienced
peatland contractor. The tree works and plastic piling could be undertaken by volunteers.
The budget costs have allowed for some of the tree work to be undertaken by specialist
contractors.

It would be beneficial to undertake the re-wetting project in one phase starting in summer
and in to autumn months. Installing the bunds in autumn will allow the bunds to hydrate
during the usually wetter winter weather.

Management Area Proposals
The re-wetting scheme is based on the objectives set out in the Dalmellington Moss
Management Plan (Smart, 2007) and the recommendations in this report. The main
objective is to achieve whole site re-wetting of the drained blanket bog.

The enclosed maps and specification have been used to generate the schedule of works.
The proposed length of bunds and number of dams has been estimated from GPS
readings and OS maps. The actual length of bunds is likely to vary slightly on site but the
measurements are considered accurate up to 5%. The budget costs has allowed and built
in to the costs a 5% contingency.

The actual number of dams is a fixed item and would be determined by the experience of
the contractor. The number of peat dams per ditch has been calculated using the
preferred 30cm fall in water level between dams. In some steeper areas the fall in water
level between dams has been increased to 60cm. On average dams are placed every 8-
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10 metres. However, on this site a wider spacing is acceptable due to the centre of the
site having a gentle fall.

All peat dams are to be installed in smaller drains (Cat A ditches) and areas where water
flow is not excessive. The number of peat dams has also been fixed.

Table 5.1 provides general figures for the quantity of works with Table 5.2 providing
budgeted costs.
Table 5.1. Summary of proposed re-wetting works
Proposed No.
plastic piling
dams

Proposed Length
of bunds (m)

C3 Ditch

2

160

C4 Ditch

2

170

Item

Proposed No.
peat dams

A3 Ditches

36

A4 Ditches

32

B1 Ditch

12

Bund Design A

3270

Bund Design B

9010

Totals

80

4

12,610

Timber Removal is calculated at a total of about 2Ha. Most of the trees would be cut
around the site perimeter from a corridor of about 15m.
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Table 5.2. General breakdown of costs for work
Proposed
Proposed No.
Item
No. Peat
Plastic Piling
dams
dams

Proposed
Length of peat
bunding (m)

Net Total Cost
for Installation
(Ex vat)

A3 Ditches

36

£360.00

A4 Ditches

32

£320.00

B1 Ditch

12

£150.00

C3 Ditch

160

£450.00

C4 Ditch

170

£480.00

Bund Design A

3270

£8,175.00

Bund Design B

9010

£15,767.00

C3 Plastic piling

2

35

£1,150.00

C4 Plastic piling

2

40

£1,275.00

Clean Out 30m
Ditch

£150.00

Tree Removal

£3,750.00

Total

80

4

12,610

£32,027.00

Note – The above figures allow for other costs including H&S, mobilisation, T&S and
management costs. The prices are consider accurate but should be used for budgeting
purposes only.
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Proposed Programme of Works
Task

Description

Action by

Secure project
funding

Submit grant application to Green
Stimulus

SWT/EACEI Jan 2014

May 2014

1 - Develop plans on the ground
based on funding available.

Feb 2014

Aug 2014

2 - Determine work division
between contractor and volunteers.

Mar 2014

June 2014

SWT/EACEI Mar 2014

May 2014

4 – Discuss works with Highways
Agency.

Mar 2014

May 2014

5 – Manage working under
electricity power lines.

Mar 2014

May 2014

Project
Management
& Planning

Re-wetting
tender

3 – Obtain consents with SNH &
SEPA.

Issue a tender document to obtain
3 quotes for the main re-wetting
work

June 2014

June 2014

June 2014

June 2014

June 2014

SWT/EACEI
2 - Issue tender for larger tree
work.

Plan and order
piling
materials

Order plastic piling and deliver to
site.

SWT/EACEI Aug 2014

Sept 2014

SWT/EACEI Aug 2014

Sept 2014

Contractor

Aug 2014

Sept 2014

Contractor

Sept 2014

Nov 2014

2 – Volunteers to assist with the
plastic piling dams.

SWT/EACEI Sept 2014

Nov 2014

Complete project and sign off
works as satisfactory

SWT/EACEI Nov 2014

Nov 2014

1 - Manage project spend for the
lifetime of the project.

SWT/EACEI

1 – Mobilise Volunteer Groups
Undertake
tree felling

Undertake rewetting work

Sign off works

Project Budget
Project
Completed

Complete

SWT/EACEI June 2014

1 - Plan and organise volunteer
party.
Tree works

Start

2 – Contractor on site for larger
trees.
1 – Contractor to install all bunds
and peat dams across the site.

Nov 2014

Dec 2014

2 – Contractor to invoice for works

Contractor

Project completed and report back
procedure

SWT/EACEI Dec 2014

Dec 2014

SWT – Scottish Wildlife Trust
EACEI – East Ayrshire Coalfield Environment Initiative
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APPENDIX ONE: Photographs

Photograph 1: Raised mire (M18a) vegetation

Photograph 2: Molinia mire (M25a) around edge of raised mire
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Photograph 3: Willow carr (w3/W4) in the south of the site

Photograph 4: Fen/marsh (M27/S28) in western corner
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Photograph 5: Road Drain

Photograph 6: Main Drain 1 at western end of site
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Photograph 7: Example of an internal “Grip” drain. Water was weeping at about 20cm
down from the peat surface.
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APPENDIX TWO: General Bund Design & Specification
This general bund profile is used in all locations. The measurements below relate to Bund Design B.
Where the bund crosses a drain, the drain sides and base need to be cleaned of all degraded peat/vegetation. A peat dam that is about
1.5m at its base put in and then raised to link with bund
60-90cm

Before
construction

Construction
100 - 150mm
100 - 150mm

Vegetation covering
Peat bund constructed from locally won
ombrotrophic clay like peat or clay from borrow
pit. Compact into shape

Ground level
Vegetation layer Remove and replace on top of bund once constructed

Vegetation layer.
Dry/degraded peat
layer. Can be up
to 50 cm deep

Degraded peat. Remove and use to backfill borrow pit. Fill with good clay
like peat or clay from borrow pit
Lower section may be good ombrotrophic peat or clay.
Seal cracks by digging out one bucket depth of clay like peat then put back
in ‘mush up’ and compress back into trench with bucket.

Ombrotrophic –
wet clay like peat
or clay. May be
cracked.

90cm
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Borrow pit - Construct on upslope side of bund.
Do not link pits into a linear drain
Keep borrow pit at least 2 metres from bund
Remove turf and keep.
Remove degraded peat and put into previous borrow pit.
Remove good ombrotrophic clay like peat, use to fill bund to ground level
and then raise and shape a bund above ground level.
Leave borrow pit as shallow as possible with vegetation on top.
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